If You Like...

Religious Fiction
You Might Like...

The Children Act by Ian McEwan (FIC MCEWAN, I.)
The Five People You Meet in Heaven by Mitch Albom (FIC ALBOM, M.)
Eddie meets 5 individuals in heaven each with a story to share, a secret to reveal and a lesson. The have profound meanings for Eddie on the real purpose of his life.
The Acolyte by Nick Cutter (FIC CUTTER, N.)
Left Behind by Tim LaHaye (FIC LAHAYE, T.)
The Shack by William P. Young (FIC YOUNG, W.)
The Red Tent by Anita Diamant (FIC DIAMANT, A.)
Sarah by Orson Scott Card (FIC CARD, O.)
From bestselling author Orson Scott Card comes a vivid and imaginative portrayal of the biblical Sarah, Abraham’s loyal wife and Isaac’s loving mother.
Ninety-Nine Stories of God by Joy Williams (FIC WILLIAMS, J.)
Miracle at the Higher Grounds Café By Max Lucado (FIC LUCADO, M.)
Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston (FIC HURSTON, Z.)
American Dervish by Ayad Akhtar (FIC AKHTAR, A.)
The Autobiography of God by Julius Lester (FIC LESTER, J.)
Quaker Summer by Lisa Samson (FIC SAMSON, L.)
When Heather spends the summer with two ancient Quaker sisters and a crusty nun running a downtown homeless shelter, she finds herself at a crossroads. Life turns upside down for Heather in a Quaker Summer.
The First Love by Beverly Lewis (FIC LEWIS, B.)
Cross My Heart by Robin Lee Hatcher (FIC HATCHER, R.)